By constructing continuation/bifurcation diagrams of families of periodic orbits of LiNC/LiCN system the spectroscopy and dynamics for this species are deduced and compared with accurate quantum mechanical calculations up to 13 000 cm Ϫ1 . The interesting phenomenon of the appearance of gaps in the continuation diagram of the principal family that corresponds to the bend motion is shown to occur in both isomers, LiNC and LiCN. Through semiclassical quantization a one to one correspondence of specific periodic orbits to certain eigenstates is demonstrated. One interesting example is the case of periodic orbits that are generated from a saddle-node bifurcation and describe rotations of the Li ϩ ion around the CN Ϫ fragment. The correspondence of these periodic orbits to regular rotating type eigenfunctions is shown, thus, demonstrating in a clear way the importance of the saddle-node bifurcations in locating localized wavefunctions in highly energized molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spectroscopy of vibrationally highly excited small polyatomic molecules is currently a challenging area of research, both for theory and experiment. 1, 2 The vibrational spectra reveal the nonlinear dynamical properties of the molecule, and thus, they can provide information for understanding quantum chaos. 3 In spite of the significant progress in theory and experiment of the last decade, accurate measurements and calculations exist only for a few triatomic and tetratomic molecules and for limited energy ranges. For example, quantum mechanical calculation are available for acetylene, 4 with the full six dimensional ͑6D͒ potential energy surface, but for a significantly smaller energy range than that covered in stimulated emission pumping ͑SEP͒ spectra. 5 It is well known that quantum calculations depend on the current state of the computer technology, which does not allow at present one to compute vibrational levels at very high energies. Therefore, it is quite common to use classical mechanics to investigate the spectroscopy and dynamics of polyatomic molecules. 1 Moreover, we are interested in vibrationally excited molecules, and thus, it is necessary to use techniques of nonlinear mechanics. 2 A method that we have developed in the last years for studying the spectroscopy and the dynamics of polyatomic molecules is based on locating families of periodic orbits in order to deduce the structure of molecular phase space, and then, we associate this structure with the spectra through classical, semiclassical or even time dependent quantum mechanical calculations. 2 We have applied this methodology in several molecules, such as, HCN, 6 O 3 , 7,8 SO 2 , 9 and recently in HCCH. 10 By locating periodic orbits and following their evolution with the total energy of the molecule, we construct continuation/bifurcation diagrams that portray the dynamics of the molecule at particular regions of phase space. Thus, we can trace the regions where the dynamics is regular or chaotic, and the regions where interesting localization effects occur.
In the previous applications it was necessary to compare the periodic orbit method ͑POM͒ either with experimental spectra or limited quantum mechanical calculations, available mainly for the low energy vibrational levels. Now, the LiNC/LiCN molecular system offers the opportunity to carry out a direct comparison of the periodic orbit method with quantum mechanics. The reasonable assumption to consider the CN Ϫ bond frozen, and thus, to reduce the dimensionality of the system to two degrees of freedom, has allowed the calculation of a large number ͑900͒ well converged quantum levels 11, 12 that cover an energy interval of about 13 000 cm
Ϫ1
. The LiNC/LiCN species has attracted a lot of interest in the past, because of the low energy barrier to isomerization that makes the molecule floppy at the excited vibrational states. Initially, Farantos and Tennyson 13, 14 carried out both classical and quantum calculations in order to study the dynamical behavior of this system at high energies where nonlinear effects are important. By applying techniques of nonlinear mechanics a relatively early onset of chaos was detected. Several diagnostics of quantum chaos were tested, such as level spacing statistics, the complexity of the nodal structures of eigenfunctions, sensitivity of the eigenvalues to small perturbations in the Hamiltonian, and overlapping of the avoided crossings in energy levels, 13 and all these revealed a generally good correspondence with classical mechanics. An interesting result of the above studies was the discovery of localized eigenfunctions in the configuration space, and that in spite of the high level of excitation.
Later on, Light and Bacic 15, 16 used the discrete variable representation ͑DVR͒ to compute 131 vibrational levels, thus, pioneering in the field of theoretical vibrational spectroscopy. Henderson and Tennyson 12 extended the above record by obtaining 900 vibrational states of the rotationless LiNC/LiCN system using the DVR method as well. Again, nodal structure analysis of the eigenfunctions in high lying energies has shown, that most of them are irregular, but there is a number of eigenstates which can be assigned with normal mode quantum numbers or as rotating type states. The latter means, that the Li ϩ ion can rotate around the CN Ϫ fragment. The distribution of the differences of the adjacent energy levels indicated a chaotic behavior for the system at energies above the barrier of isomerization. Benito et al. 11 recalculated the 900 eigenfunctions of LiNC/LiCN and obtained the Husimi transforms of them. The latter is a representation of the eigenfunctions in phase space ͑coordinates and momenta͒, and that in some cases reveals better the correspondence of the eigenfunctions to classical mechanical objects, such as periodic orbits. 17 In a recent paper, Neuhauser 18 applied time dependent methods and a filtering diagonalization scheme to calculate 146 vibrational energy levels. All the above calculations are based on a 2D SCF potential energy surface of Essers et al. 19 in which the CN Ϫ bond is frozen at the equilibrium bond length.
The amount of the previous work on LiNC/LiCN system makes this molecule a prototype for vibrational calculations. Particularly, the large number of the quantum mechanical eigenlevels now available, poses for a classical mechanical analysis and comparison with quantum mechanics.
The purpose of this paper is to carry out such a comparison with the periodic orbit method. The importance of a particular class of periodic orbits, the saddle-nodes, emphasized before, 20 can now be examined by direct comparison with exact quantum calculations at high energies. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we introduce the Hamiltonian and the periodic orbit method. In Sec. III we present the continuation/bifurcation diagrams of periodic orbits, and in Sec. IV we show the correspondence of particular families of periodic orbits, semiclassically quantized, to the eigenfunctions. Finally, a discussion and conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. THE HAMILTONIAN AND THE PERIODIC ORBIT METHOD
We use the SCF potential energy surface of Essers et al. 19 ͑the same potential was used in all quantum mechanical calculations͒ for the two dimensional vibrational problem with fixed the CN Ϫ bond. The Hamiltonian is expressed in Jacobi coordinates, (R,), where R is the distance of Li ϩ from the center of mass of CN Ϫ , and is the angle between R and the bond length of CN Ϫ , r, which is fixed at 2.186 a o .
The Hamiltonian has the form
are the reduced masses, and m C ,m N ,m Li are the atomic masses.
The potential surface, V(R,), has two minima with linear geometries; the absolute minimum is for LiNC at (Rϭ4.3487 a o , ϭ), and the relative minimum is for LiCN at (Rϭ4.7947 a o , ϭ0͒ with energy 2281 cm Ϫ1 above the LiNC minimum. The barrier of isomerization between these two minima is at 3455.5 cm Ϫ1 and with the geometry (Rϭ4.2197 a o , ϭ0.917 99͒. Also, there is a plateau in the LiNC well at 1207 cm Ϫ1 above the absolute minimum, and with geometry (Rϭ3.65 a o , ϭ1.92͒.
A new ab initio potential energy surface has been produced that includes the electron correlation at MP2 ͑Ref. 21͒ and MP4 ͑Ref. 22͒ level. Although the geometries of the linear minima are in close agreement in the two potential functions, there are significant differences in their relative energies. The most important difference is the appearance of a new T-shaped minimum in the place of the plateau observed in the Essers et al. potential surface. 19 Both potentials predict that the LiNC isomer is the absolute minimum, with harmonic vibrational frequencies in good agreement with the experimental results obtained from microwave spectroscopy 23 and infrared spectra in inert gas matrices. 24 There is no experimental manifestation of the T-shaped minimum.
In the traditional approach of molecular spectroscopy, a normal mode description of the system is used to assign the low vibrational levels. However, this formulation is generally considered inappropriate for the high levels. Still, to our surprise, vibrational spectra of some highly energized molecules are successfully assigned with normal mode quantum numbers. 5 The use of periodic orbits ͑nonlinear objects͒ for the assignment of the vibrational spectra can explain the validity of the normal mode assignment at high energies. The periodic orbits that originate from a minimum of the potential function are closely related to the normal modes of the molecule. As energy increases the coupling and nonlinearities of the potential deforms the periodic orbits, but still they keep a lot of the normal mode morphologies. Localization of the eigenfunctions around these periodic orbits will result in spectra which show progressions of a particular normal mode.
Thus, we start searching for periodic orbits from the stationary points of the potential from where the principal families originate. 25, 26 Then, by carrying out continuations of these periodic orbits with the energy of the molecule or the period of the periodic orbit, we find bifurcating families. Finally, saddle-node bifurcations that give rise to families of periodic orbits suddenly in phase space, are investigated.
These bifurcations are difficult to locate in general, but we have found a category of them to emerge systematically above barriers of isomerizations. 20 They mainly connect the regions of the two minima of the potential.
To locate the periodic solutions of Hamilton's equations of motion we must solve the nonlinear equations x͓T;x͑0 ͔͒Ϫx͑ 0 ͒ϭ0, ͑2͒
where x is the vector that contains the coordinates and their conjugate momenta, and T is the period of periodic orbit. To solve Eq. ͑2͒ the Newton-Raphson method is employed in conjunction to multiple shooting techniques. 27 The latter requires the integration of the variational equations ⌬ẋ͑t ͒ϭA͑ t ͒⌬x͑ 0 ͒. ͑3͒
⌬x͑t͒ is the deviation from the reference trajectory x͑t͒, and A(t) is a matrix with the second derivatives of the Hamiltonian, A(t)ϭJ‫ץ‬ 2 H[x(t)], calculated at x͑t). J is a symplectic matrix expressed with the zero and unit matrices of order N, the number of degrees of freedom,
͑4͒
Details of the method have been given in previous publications. 2, 20 For a periodic orbit the matrix A(T) is called monodromy matrix. The eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix determine the stability of periodic orbit. 28 The evolution of periodic orbits with the total energy of the molecule ͑or the period͒ and their stability analysis give a portrait of the phase space structure. For the LiNC/LiCN molecule we have found the principal periodic orbits and the most important bifurcating families. The results are presented with continuation/ bifurcation diagrams, that is, plots of the initial conditions of periodic orbits as functions of the total energy of the system.
III. CONTINUATION/BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS OF PERIODIC ORBITS
In Fig. 1 we show the projection of the continuation/ bifurcation diagram constructed for LiNC on the (E,R) plane. In Table I we give initial conditions for one periodic orbit of each family found, and Fig. 2 shows the morphologies of representative periodic orbits. In the continuation scheme we kept the angle coordinate equal to .
The two principal families of periodic orbits that emanate from the minimum of LiNC are related to the normal modes of the molecule, and thus, we label them with S for the stretch mode and with B for the bend mode. Solid lines denote stable periodic orbits, and dashed lines unstable ones. Bifurcating families are labeled with numerals and the two branches with the letters A and B.
As we can see in Fig. 1 the S principal family remains stable for the whole energy range studied, up to 30 000 cm
Ϫ1
. Contrary to that, the bend family has an early transition to instability, the first found at 733.2 cm Ϫ1 , after which it turns stable again. Other instability regions were located at 1034.6 and 1543.8 cm Ϫ1 , but it permanently becomes unstable at the energy of 1958.6 cm Ϫ1 . We found some interesting bifurcations of the B family at 201.7, 870.7, 1176.4, and 1326.5 cm Ϫ1 , which give rise to the families B1, B2, B3, and B4 respectively. As we can see in Fig. 1 , at these bifurcation points the principal B family shows characteristic gaps in its continuation diagram. A gap appears since the principal family is smoothly split and is connected to the two bifurcating families, branches A and B.
Contopoulos 29 has studied this phenomenon on a 2D model rotating galactic type potential. He used classical perturbation theory and showed, that gaps in the continuation diagram appear in the cases of n/1 ͑n even͒ resonance conditions between the two characteristic frequencies of the Hamiltonian; in our case n/1 is the ratio of the frequencies that correspond to the angle, , and distance, R, coordinates. Using action-angle variables (J 1 , 1 ,J 2 , 2 ), and the fact that under a resonance condition the Hamiltonian is dominated by the term cos(m 1 Ϫ2n 2 ), Contopoulos showed that gaps appear when mϭ1, and ordinary bifurcations when mϭ2 and n is odd. In the latter case the principal family turns to unstable after the bifurcation point. The fact that an infinite number of bifurcations may appear with an equivalent number of bifurcating families, may lead to large stochasticity.
In our case, we can see from the morphologies of the bifurcating periodic orbits ͑Fig. 2͒ that the resonances which are responsible for the gaps are the 6/1 ͑B1A, B1B͒, 8/1 ͑B2A, B2B͒, 10/1 ͑B3A, B3B͒, and 10/1 ͑B4A, B4B͒.
A systematic study of the morphologies of the B type periodic obits reveals that their shapes change significantly at energies above the last gap. It is worth mentioning that this
FIG. 1. Projection of the bifurcation diagram of LiNC in the (E,R) plane
showing the principal families of periodic orbits, bifurcations of them, and saddle-node periodic orbits that originate inside the LiNC minimum. The symbols denote the stretch ͑S͒, and bend ͑B͒ principal families of LiNC, and SNP1A and SNP1B denote the saddle-node periodic orbits with bend mainly excitation ͑see text͒. Solid lines mark stable periodic orbits and dashed lines unstable periodic orbits.
energy is above the plateau ͑about 1207 cm Ϫ1 ). Also, all the bifurcating periodic orbits from the B principal family appear with the same period as the parent one, and that means, that one pair of eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix is equal to one. The only exception is the B8A family ͑Fig. 1͒ that has a double period ͑one pair of eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix of the parent family is equal to -1͒.
We may conclude, that in contrast to the stretch family of periodic orbits, S, which remains stable for an extended energy interval, the bend family, B, shows a large number of bifurcations from low energies. That means, that excitation of the bend motion will lead the molecule to early chaotic behavior. This was one of the main conclusions in the early classical mechanical studies of the floppy molecules. 13, 14 Now, we can see that the continuation/bifurcation diagrams of periodic orbits support this conclusion and provide a systematic way to explore the structure of phase space.
We have argued in previous papers, that saddle-node bi- furcations are important for molecular systems, 20,30 since they create islands of stability in chaotic seas of the phase space. Saddle-node bifurcations appear saddenly, and for 2D systems they generate one stable and one unstable family of periodic orbits. We have shown by studying several molecular systems that saddle-node bifurcations appear constantly above the barriers of isomerization, and usually, they connect the regions of the two minima of the potential function. In the case of LiNC/LiCN this type of periodic orbits describe full rotations of Li ϩ ion around the CN Ϫ fragment, and thus, we have named them in the past rotating periodic orbits. Figure 3 shows the continuation diagrams of the rotating type periodic orbits for the LiNC/LiCN system. Figure 4 presents the morphologies of representative periodic orbits, one for each saddle-node family, and Table II tabulates initial conditions, period, and the stability for one periodic orbit of each family. As before the solid lines mean stable orbits and the dashed lines unstable orbits. From Fig. 4 , we can see that all saddle-node periodic orbits ͑SN͒ correspond to n/1 resonances. The resonance ratio decreases for the SN bifurcations at higher energies. Also, another characteristic of the saddle-node bifurcations is that, in one branch the period of periodic orbits increases and in the other branch decreases with the energy.
Although, there is always a stable branch at the origin of the saddle-node bifurcation, this branch may turn to unstable as the energy increases. A characteristic example is that of the SN6 bifurcation where both branches A and B appear as unstable in Fig. 3 . For a small energy interval around the critical point the SN6B family is stable, then it becomes unstable, and at higher energies it turns to stable again. From the continuation diagram of Fig. 3 we can see that most SN families are unstable, but some of them like the SN3B has a stable part that extends for an energy interval of 8778 cm
Ϫ1
. The SN6B, SN7B, and the SN8B families that appear at high excitation energies of the molecule, also show intervals of stability. Thus, we conclude that above the energy of 10 000 cm Ϫ1 the phase space may have stability islands because of the genesis of the saddle-node periodic orbits.
To have an estimate of the regions of phase space that these families affect, we plot in Fig. 5 the Poincaré surface of sections at the energy of 14 867 cm Ϫ1 and with ϭ0.917 99. The three islands of stability seeing in this figure, correspond to the SN3B, SN6B, and SN7B. We shall see in the following section that the extended stability properties of the SN3B family has a profound effect in the quantum mechanical behavior of the molecule.
It is interesting to note the white zones in the upper part of the Poincaré surface of sections. This region is magnified in other Poincaré surfaces of section that we have plotted. Obviously, the white area means that chaotic trajectories escape quickly from that particular region of phase space. To explore the dynamics of the system in this area, we seek the periodic orbit that influences that particular region of phase space. This is the unstable principal family that is generated from the saddle point of the potential. From Moser's theorem 26 we know that one single unstable family of periodic orbits emanates from the saddle point ͑not to be confused with the saddle-node bifurcations that appear at energies above the saddle point͒. We label it as TSA ͑transition state͒ and its evolution with the energy is shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ studied energy interval ͑25 000 cm Ϫ1 ). In Fig. 5 Borondo et al. 31 have found a saddle-node periodic orbit that originates above the plateau but below the saddle point of the potential at the energy of 3441.3 cm Ϫ1 , thus, the periodic orbit remains in the LiNC well. It describes mainly stretch of the Li ϩ ion relative to the center of mass of CN Ϫ , and it corresponds to a 1/1 resonance. Figure 6͑b͒ shows the continuation diagram of this saddle-node bifurcation, ͑SNP2A, SNP2B͒, and Fig. 7 shows the morphologies of representative periodic orbits.
These periodic orbits have been used to explain some characteristic enhancements in the distribution of the probability densities of the eigenfunctions of LiNC in configuration space. The generation of these saddle-node periodic orbits was justified by invoking adiabatic potentials, the origin of which may be attributed to the plateau of the potential. This is an interesting result, but it is worth mentioning that the new potential function of Makarewitz and Ha 21 predicts a genuine T-shaped minimum instead, from where we expect the generation of two principal families, one for stretch and one for bend.
Nevertheless, in spite of a non genuine minimum in Essers et al. 19 potential function the simple type periodic orbits SNP2 exist, and it is reasonable to assume that similar periodic orbits with bend excitation should also exist. Indeed, we have located another saddle-node bifurcation at energy of 2928.7 cm Ϫ1 , ͑SNP1A, SNP1B͒, and the periodic orbits describe mainly bend motion. Its continuation diagram is shown in Fig. 1 , where its position in the LiNC minimum can be traced. Morphologies of representative periodic orbits can be found in Fig. 7 , whereas, initial conditions for the periodic orbits of both, SNP1 and SNP2, bifurcations are given in Table I. A continuation diagram was constructed for LiCN minimum, and it is shown in Fig. 8 . Table III tabulates 
IV. PERIODIC ORBITS, SEMICLASSICAL QUANTIZATION, AND QUANTUM CORRESPONDENCE
The nodal patterns of the eigenfunctions of LiNC/LiCN revealed regular states highly localized in the configuration space as well as irregular states that tend to occupy extended regions of the configuration space. From the periodic orbit analysis we could predict that the localization is related with states that correspond to stretch excitations, and the irregular diffused states with bend excitations, which, of course, are strongly coupled with the stretch mode. Indeed, this was found in the first quantum calculations, 13, 14 and the more recent ones 11, 12 showed that stretch quantum levels of (v s ,0͒ type can be found at very high energies. v s is the quantum number for the stretch mode and 0 for the bend mode.
Another interesting type of localized quantum states are those of rotating type mainly assigned as ͑0,v m ), and found even at energies up to 12 500 cm Ϫ1 in the quantum calculations.
11,12 These eigenstates appear above the barrier of isomerization and describe full rotation of Li ϩ around the CN Ϫ fragment. Interesting enough, the distribution of the energy differences of the adjacent energy levels tends to follow a Wigner distribution rather than a Poissonian distribution, and that means, that the system may be characterized as chaotic. This conclusion refers to the average behavior of the system, and it tends to hide the regularity of a number of eigenstates.
An approximate scheme to obtain the semiclassical spectrum from the periodic orbits, even for unstable trajectories, is through partial summations of Gutzwiller trace formula. 3 Although, the criticism about its convergence is well documented in the literature, previous applications 9,10,32 encourages one to use it, especially if low resolution spectra are asked.
According to Gutzwiller a semiclassical approximation of the density of states can be obtained by writing,
where N (E) is the smoothed part of the density given by the Thomas-Fermi approximation, and N osc (E) is the fluctuating part that can be expressed according to the trace formula as the sum over all classical periodic orbits at a given energy
.
͑6͒
The first summation runs over all primitive periodic orbits with period T po and action S po , and the second summation with respect to j is over multiple traversals of the same periodic orbit. po is the Maslov index ͑number of caustics͒, and M po j is the stability matrix describing the time evolution of the displacements of periodic orbit after j loops.
The determinant can be computed from the eigenvalues of monodromy matrix
where po j (i) is the jth power of ith eigenvalue ͑a real or complex number͒ which defines the stability of periodic orbit. All these quantities are computed as functions of the total energy during the periodic orbit analysis.
A regularization scheme is introduced 3, 33 to insure the convergence of the trace formula with respect to j. The usual method of regularization is to multiply the terms of the formula with the smoothing quantity 33, 34 f
where ␥Ͼ0 is a decay parameter.
Gutzwiller trace formula applied to specific stable families results in the semiclassical quantization of particular periodic orbits, as has been discussed by Miller. 35 Partial summation of Gutzwiller trace formula is justified by assuming localization of the eigenfunctions in configuration space, and thus, influence of them by a limited number of periodic orbits. Since, the quantum results show that the most localized eigenfunctions are for the (v s ,0) and (0,v b ) energy levels, we have applied Eq. ͑5͒ by separately summing up over specific families of periodic orbits. These are the stretch family of periodic orbits, the bend principal family, and all bifurcating families from it, and finally, we apply trace formula for the saddle-node family of SN3B type that shows an extended energy region of stability.
In Tables IV and V we compare the energy differences of the adjacent stretch quantum levels, (v s ,0͒, v s ϭ0-21, and for the rotating levels ͑0,v m ), v m ϭ51-79. The agreement is quite good. The assignment of the quantum levels was given by Tennyson and Henderson.
12 Also, good agreement is 
found for the stretch overtones (v s ϭ0-17͒ of the LiCN isomer. For the bend levels it was not possible to achieve such quantitative agreement as can be seen in Table VI . The energies were obtained by assigning the quantum bend levels to the peaks in the fluctuating semiclassical density of states ͑Fig. 9͒. The bars at the top of Fig. 9 mark the quantum levels. The long bars correspond to the bend overtons ͑0, v b ), (v b ϭ0-36͒, and the short ones to the bend-stretch combinations, (v s , v b ), (v s ϭ1-3, v b ϭ2-12͒. Notice, that in the semiclassical spectrum peaks for even and odd progressions appear, whereas in the stick spectrum quantum levels with even quantum numbers are only assigned.
We can see in Table VI an erratic variation of the quantum mechanical energy differences ⌬E, and this is reproduced by the semiclassical calculations. We attribute this behavior to the multiple bifurcations of the bend family of periodic orbits.
From the above, we conclude that in the cases where there is a one to one correspondence between periodic orbits and eigenfunctions the semiclassical estimates of the energy levels are satisfactory. On the other hand, in the strong chaotic mixing regions the convergence of the trace formula is slow ͑requires more families of periodic orbits͒, and thus, a less accurate spectrum is obtained.
As we saw from the previous sections, at high energies above the saddle-point of the potential barrier, the principal family of bend mode have become unstable and chaos dominates in the region connecting both minima of the potential. This would be the correct scenario to apply RRKM theory for the isomerization rate constants. However, a look at Fig.  5 demonstrates the existence of stability islands that correspond to saddle-node periodic orbits of rotating type. These stability islands remain even at very high energies, and the semiclassical calculations of the preceding section also show, that in a wide range of energies, rotating type quantum states exist, which seem to be related to one specific family of rotating type periodic orbits, that of the family SN3B.
Although, only a few of the eigenstates that cover this range of energies ͑7 500 up to 13 000 cm Ϫ1 ) have clearly been assigned as rotating type states, there are more eigenfunctions of rotating type which cannot be assigned, since, they have not a regular nodal pattern. In Fig. 10 the eigenfunctions, that correspond to the Nos. 333 and 810 levels, ͑7 539.8 and 12 337.4 cm Ϫ1 , respectively͒, are shown, having the two periodic orbits of the SN3B family superimposed. These periodic orbits are those which have semiclassically been quantized, ͑0,51͒ and ͑0,73͒ in Table V . Figure 10 provides a nice example of the scarring of the eigenfunctions by saddle-node periodic orbits. It is really impressive to see how close the nodes of the eigenfunctions follows the path of the periodic orbits, and that in spite of the large energy gap between the two states. These results support our previous conclusion, that saddle-node bifurcations are important for molecular dynamics by bringing stability in the chaotic regions of phase space. In order to further validate the above conclusion, we have solved the time dependent Schrödinger equation with an initial wave packet centered on the rotating type periodic orbit that matches with the quantum state ͑0,51͒. The quantum equations of motion were solved numerically using a method which combines close-coupling and pseudospectral techniques. 6 The wave packet was expanded in a basis of Legendre polynomials for the angular part and it was discretized in the radial part on a grid. To propagate the wave packet in time we used a second order differentiation ͑SOD͒ scheme
k denotes the time step and the action of the Hamiltonian Ĥ on the wave packet ⌿ k is calculated by fast Fourier transform techniques. 36 The basis of Legendre polynomials was increased until no significant change was observed. Also the SOD propagation method satisfied the conservation of norm and the expectation value of the energy.
The initial wave packet was centered on the rotating type periodic orbit shown in Fig. 10 , and has a period of 171.7 fs. The wave packet was propagated for 1300 fs, and that corresponds to a resolution for the energy of 25 cm Ϫ1 . The spectrum is reproduced in Fig. 11 . The eigenlevels obtained from the DVR calculations 12 and assigned to the rotating type states are depicted as stick lines. The highest intensity peak is that which corresponds to the eigenstate No. 333. Even if we can expect a priori some regular progressions corresponding to rotating type states, the wave packet is run for enough long time to bounce between the two minima several times and overlap with other periodic orbits. However, as seen in this figure, the regular rotating type states dominate completely the dynamics, and they cause this simulated SEP spectrum to appear very regular. No other progressions are observed in the range of energy for which the family SN3B is stable, although at higher energies than the one shown, some additional peaks with smaller intensities can be seen.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The large number of converged eigenfunctions available for the LiNC/LiCN system has allowed for a thorough test of the period orbit method in analyzing molecular dynamics and assigning vibrational spectra with periodic orbits. The phase space structure portrayed by the continuation/ bifurcation diagrams is consistent with the quantum mechanical picture as is deduced from the nodal patterns of the 900 eigenfunctions of this prototype system. At high energies regular highly localized quantum states are interwoven among irregular states in the same fashion as islands of stability in phase space are spread in chaotic seas. The association of the regular localized eigenfunctions with periodic orbits, and thus, with particular regions of phase space, elucidates this behavior.
The early bifurcations encountered in the evolution of the bend principal family is the mechanism which leads to chaotic dynamics in LiNC. The phenomenon of bifurcations with gaps is observed for this molecular system. At the same time an erratic variation of the energy differencies among the vibrational levels is found, but it is difficult to say that this is due to the gaps. A better study of this phenomenon is definitely required.
Furthermore, LiNC/LiCN enabled us to demonstrate in a clear way the importance of saddle-node bifurcations, especially those of rotating type. Semiclassical quantization, but also time dependent quantum calculations, show the correspondence of this type of periodic orbits with the rotating eigenfunctions.
The interest in studying the quantum manifestations of saddle-node rotating type periodic orbits stems not only in assigning highly excited spectra, but also, in the theory of isomerization reactions. These periodic orbits are the bound analogs of the resonant periodic orbits ͑RPOs͒ found in collinear reactive scattering systems. 37 The RPOs connect both minima of the potential energy surface and are the classical objects responsible for the resonances observed in the quantum reaction probabilities. In the isomerization process, LiNC⇔LiCN, it is seen that the classical trajectories allowing for the exchange of probability between both minima are the stable rotating type periodic orbits. The central quantity that provides the reaction rates is the cumulative reaction probability, 38 which can be calculated through the flux-flux autocorrelation function. If we perform a dynamical calculation of this function using wave packets one would expect in principle this periodic orbits to guide the evolution of the wave packet through the isomerization barrier.
It is well known in mathematics 39 that the dynamics of a system significantly changes above stationary points of the potential function. It is, therefore, important to note that the plateau of the potential inside the LiNC well, which is not a stationary point, causes significant changes in the topology of the eigenfunctions, through the saddle-node bifurcations SNP1 and SNP2.
If the Newhouse theorem 40,41 applies here, we expect the SN bifurcations to emerge from tangencies of stable and unstable manifolds of unstable periodic orbits. How the SNP1 and SNP2 are emanated when no families of periodic orbits are expected from the plateau? We shall address such questions in future publications.
Semiclassical approximations are more successful in integrable cases, but for classical chaotic systems ͑mixed dynamics͒ are still regarded with some caution. Gutzwiller trace formula provides an approximate answer, but it allows us to make contact with the energy spectrum. Other approaches have also been suggested. Heller used a cellular method 42 and tried to organize the dynamics of the system using classical trajectories in a hierarchical structure avoiding the root search. Also for a chaotic regime, an extension of the Fourier method has been proposed, 43 which uses the most dominant terms of the Fourier expansion to give a numerically truncated approximate torus, the semiclassical analog of the wave function.
Summarizing, the results of the present study validate the conclusion that a periodic orbit analysis provides important dynamical information about the vibrationally highly excited molecules. The recent application of POM in acetylene, a 6D system, has shown the extentability of the method to polyatomic molecules.
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